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MnSCU unveils new plan, ·increased budget
Possible tuition freeze up to individual universities
by Lloyd Dalton
NEWS EDITOR

The Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities board of trustees
approved an increased budget
request and a new three-year
strategic
plan
calling
for

fundamental change Wednesday.
The budget request did not
stipulate or ask for a tuition freeze,

as had been previously discussed.
Instead, the new budget gives each
university the ability lO set its own
tuition increases, from zero to five
percent per year.
Revenues from these increases
are retained by the individual
institutions, allowing colleges and
universities to adapt to individual
needs.
"Part-or what it does is put the

decision at the local level," said
Jack Rhodes, spokesperson for
MnSCU.
Along with the power to set
tuition rates comes an impetus for
universities to involve students in
the decision-making process. Some
universities, such as Winona State,
already allow students to cast
ballots before making policy
changes.

In support or this initiative.institutions 3:I"e required to discuss
tuition increases with students and
to submit reports of these
discussions along with any new
tui1ion proposals. The proposals for
the 1997-1998 school year will be
submitted for examination in May .
of 1997.
'The lhree-year budget request
calls for $127.9 million in new

funding, in addition to the $2.25
billion base budget request. The
new funds are slated for several
new initiatives:
Improvement of student access
($14 million)
Better college and university
perfonnance ($49 million)

Go ro MNSCU, PAGE 5 "'
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scsu

national
chapter
punish
Theta Chi

wins state
health
award
by Christine Larter

by.Jeff Dahler

STAFF WRITER

The SCSU Department of Health,
Physical Education, Recreation and Sport
Science was awarded the School of
Excellence award for its, ability to promote
health, physical education and wellness.
Dr. Ruth Nearing, department chair, and
Dr. Alice Thomas, interim dean of the College
of Education were present on Oct. 17 and 18
to receive the award given by the Minnesota
Association for Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance.
'Tus is specific in that it's for health,
physical education and wellness," Nearing
said. "It includes the use of recreational
facilities and encompasses all we believe in,
why we do what we do."
According to Nearing, the process to win
the award began when the department
received and submitted an application with a
portfolio of the strengthi- of the department.
Upon receiving the application, Dr. Larry
Papenfuss of Concordia College•Moorehead,
of the award committee, made an on-site
visitation to confinn what was stated on the
application.
According to Thomas, Papenfuss spoke to
several students when he visited. He then
commented on their enthusiasm.
Thomas added, 'The variety of programs
effects the quality of the programs."
Also, as with every other institution, there
have been cutbacks.
Shont A. {)patQAsslswrr Pff{ff() EDffOR

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

SCSU freshman and engineering major Dan Novak picks through stacks of books

SCSU has given Theta Chi two
years probation and 500 hours of
community service for a house
party held on Sept. 26.
Brian Travers, chapter president
of Theta Chi, said the punishment
was handed to the fraternity almost
a month ago. The house still faces
possible probation, from the
national charter and criminal
charges from the city of SL Cloud.
"At this time, the national
charter has submitted
its
punishment recommendations for
the fraternity," Travers said. 11 is
similar to the punishment given by
the university. Theta Chi will
basically be on probation with the
national charter and will be forced
to be involved in some re-education
programs.
Travers said the re.education
emphasizes strengthening the
fraternity. He said Theta Chi will be
submitting monthly reports on
progress and any recommended
changes the fraternity would like to
implement. ''Theta Chi members
will also be required to attend
conventions and conferences
dealing with various fraternal
topics." he said.

Wednesday morning at the Student Book Exchange. The exchange takes place at the
Go TO HEALTii AWARD, PAGE 6"' beginning of every quarter In the Atwood Memorial Center ballroom.

Go TO lHETA CHI, PAGE 6 "'
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FRIDAY
The Nutcracker
7 p.m. Friday and 1 p.m.

Saturday at the College of
St. Benedict in St. Joseph.
Presented by the Stroia

Ballet Company. For ticket
information call
363-5777.

Independence Day
7 and 9:30 p.m. on Friday
and sclturday and 3 and 7
p.m. on Sunday. Showing in

the Atwood Little Theater,
free with student I.D. Call

255·2205 for more
information.·

Get paid to participate
in a mock trial
Learn more about the civil justice system and
get paid $40 for participating. This educational
opportunity gives citizens of the community a
chance to be juror and see the true effects of the
law.
This will take place'in St Cloud on Tuesd"ay,
Dec. 17, -from II a.m. to 3:30 p.m .. All
participants must be 18 years of age or older.
Space is limited so early registration is
encouraged. For more information tall Jill
Radman at (800) 898-6852.

Food drive in progress
Delta. Sigma Phi Fraternity is sponsoring the
3rd annual Multi-Organizational food drive. The
fraternity asks all campus org3.nizations to

participate in the' food drive. A contribution The deadline for nominations is 5 p.m. Dec. 13,
of 100 pounds or· more will be recognized as a ·!~~j!~r a~~~!~~ration f all United Way of
major contributor.
Last year the food drive raised 6,(XX) pounds
of non-perishable food. This years goal is 5,(XX).
Anyone wanting to get involved can contact
Sean Richardson at 203-0262.

The St. Cloud United Way is now accepting
nominations for the Marv Faber Volunteer
Award. This award recognizes an outstanding
youog adult, age 14-21, for volunteei: service
during the past year.
Any non-profit organization within a 30-mile
radius of St. Cloud can nominate a volunteer.

SUNDAY
Fiddler's Feast
4

STATE

p.m. Friday and Saturday

at the National Hockey
Center. The Huskies will be
hosting Northern Michigan
University:.

to 6 p.m. Sunday in the

Atwood Ballroom. Tickets for
dinner and pops concert
performance $15. Call 2594001 for information.

Super Sunday Funday
The 18 and over crowd can
wGo Loco in Acapulco" at the
Red Carpet starting Sunday
night and continuing
Sundays through January 26
with drawings and music by
DJ's from Rockin' 101.7 FM.

MONDAY
Winter Bowling
League Sign Up
Deadline to sign up for
campus bowling league. Two
person teams (they will pair
singles), $8 for the quart~r
including shoes. Sign up in
the Atwood Rec Center or
call 255-3773.

TUESDAY
Winter Camping Signup Deadline
Register for the UPS Outings
and Rec Committee's winter
camping expedition· at Alpha
Lupus in Brainerd from
January 31 to February 2.
The cost is $15. Sign up in
Atwood 118, or call 2552205.

Carlson to
propose tax
breaks for
education

From Dec. 6 through 8, area restaurants will
support Big Brothers Big Sisters of Central
Minnesota by donating half of their proceeds to
the first annual Kalories For Kids (KFK) fund
raiser.
Order your favorite desert and help kids in
Central Minnesota at the following locations:
Kay 's Kitchen, The Mexican Village, Old
Creamery Cafe, Perkins Family Restaurant
and Bakery, and the Sawadee Thai Restaurant.

& NATION

Five teens
accused of
vampire killings

Five Florida teenagers arc
accused of beating to death one of
Gov. Carlson will be proposing the suspect's parents.
Police say the teenagers were
tax breaks for families with students
attending private, public or turned on to the vampire culture
home school. This new proposal from a Dungeons & Dragons type
will be for all families in the game called Masquerade.
state, regardless of where they
The teens fled from Florida and
attend school. This is a big switch were apprehended in Louisiana,
from Carlson's last plan that would after the parents of one of the teens
have provided education vouchers called th~ police.
for families of students at~ncling
private schools in Minneapolis,
Cowboy
Brooklyn Center and St Paul.

the world champion Dallas
Cowboys will be suspended
immediately for one year.
This is Len's second infraction
in the last two years. Last year he
mi~ four games with a similar
infraction.
I.:ett was scheduled to make $1 .2
million over the next year, but
because of the NfL's drug policy,
he will be suspended without pay.

Bomb explodes
in Paris subway

A bomb exploded in a Paris
subway Tuesday night, killing two
people and wounding 35 others.
The bomb exploded at the heart
of rush hour traffic as the train
entered the famed Latin Quarter.
Leon Lett, defensive tack1e of .
The bomb was made from a gas

Dallas
suspended

20YFARSAGO...
In 1976, Bob Hope, musician and
entertainer, visited the SCSU
campus. Hope gave a hour-and-a_half show mixing music, humor and
JX)litics to entertain a crowd of
3,500 people at Halenbeck Hall.

30YFARS

AGO•••

In 1966, a resolution was proposed
to the dean of women students ·lo
abolish the curfew for women
students who were juniors and
seniors, and for students over the
age of 21. 60 students on the
campus publicly supported the
resolution .

CoRRECTIONS
Chron icle will
correct errors occurring in its news
articles. If you find a problem with
a story - an error of fact or point
requiring clarification - please call
(320) 255-4086.

canister like Lhose used in the 1995
Paris bombings that killed eight
people and injured another 160.

Wellstone joins
Hehns
Liberal Sen. Paul Wellstone, DMinn. will join the Foreign
Relations Committee chaired by
conservative Sen. Jessie Helms,
from North Carolina.
Wellstone will be filling the void
created when Rhode Island Sen.
Claiborne Pell retired.
Wellstone said he wanted to be
on th.is committee because of his
longstanding interest in world
affairs and human rights.

Cnrofilcle
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Eat sweets to help .the
kids

United Way looking
for nominations for
volunteer award

Hockey Game
7
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KVSC staff wins broadcast awards
by Muhammad Karim
KVSC, the public radio station
at SCSU specializing in alternative

programming, was recenlly given
two awards, one on the national
level and the other on the state
level.
The Marconi college radio
award is a national award given to
college radio stations in recognition
of outstanding documentary or
news story features. Although
KVSC has been a finalist in the
past, this is the first time the station
has received national recognition
for its efforts.
The award recognized a sixminute documentary, written and
produced by Fareed Guyot, based
on an art exhibit held in Atwood

Memorial Center last April.
EntitJed "Indifference," the exhibit
depicted the trials and tribulations
endured by millions of Jews during
WorldWarII.
Guyot earned a degree in
aviation from SCSU and is
currently employed at KVSC as
assistant news director.
According to Guyot, KVSC
Station Manager Jo McMullen was
elated over KVSC's acquisition of
the Marconi Award. Guyot said he
did not really comprehend the
significance of winning the
recognition for his work.
"Jo (McMullen) told me how
important an achievement we as a
radio station had made," Guyot
5rud.
Guyot said he fee ls his winning
the Marconi Award is a validation
of his work at KVSC.
·
"I am not trying to sound big~ded," Guyot 5rud. " I do not want
to get this award simply to say that
I had won the Marconi award. I
wanted the award so I could get a
job."
Guyot's interest in radio is not a
recent occurrence. He grew up
listening to National Public Radio.
He especially enjoyed NPR's news
program "All Things Considered."
Guyot recalled avidly listening to
the program while deli vering
newspapers on his paper route,
dreaming of producing si milar
material someday.
In the past, the Associated

Kristine WhiJe!SrA.FF PH(TT()(;RAPHF.R

SCSU's radio station, KVSC-FM 88.1, recently received two prestigious awards, a Marconi College Radio Award and the Minnesota
Community Education Association Award. Assistant news editor and SCSU alumnus Fareed Guyot produced the piece that earned
the Marconi "Outstanding.Documentary Achievement" award.
professional broadcasters and
professors of broadcasting.
The Minnesota Community
Education Association bestowed its
1996 commendation to KVSC in
appreciation for the station's work
with the Central Minnesota
areas.
Newspapers for the Visually
Guglielmo Marconi, after whom Impaired.
the award is named, was a pioneer
A project was designed for the
in broadcasting. His granddaughter use of the· blind in the Central
is keeping his legacy alive · by Minnesota District. The St. Cloud
giving recognition to those in the . Times and other community papers
broadcasting fi eld who exhibit are made available to the blind as a
outstanding
achievement. result of the work of volunteers
Recipients in the past have been who spend two hours each day
professionals, but the award was reading these newspapers live via
extended to college and university an FM subcarrier of Minnesota
radio stations four years ago. Public Radio. These broadcasts
Judges for this award arc originate in the studios of KVSC.
Press has picked up and
transmitted several of Guyot's news
stories. When he wrote about a
hockey game at which the
participants
spewed
vulgar
invectives, it was read across
Minnesota arld the surrounding

One volunteer is Kristin Ohlson,
a junior majoring in special
education. She first heard of Central
Minnesota Newspapers for the
Visually Impaired last year, during
its first few months of operation.
She said she has been interested in
doing something in radio for a
while.
"When I first started, I read the
newspaper," Ohlson said. "I later
had an opportunity to meet some of
the people who listened to my
broadcasts. Their response was an
encouragement. The impact was

~:~~

!m:::~::~~!~:.~,

I am
The coordinators of the project
are Mary Heinen of District 742
community education association,

Silvia Ferraretto, di.rector of Retired
Senior Volunteer Pro8,ram (RSYP),
and LuBell Kendall, retired
educator.
KVSC's general
manager, Dick Hill, assists with the
operation of the project.
Although KVSC received the
award, it is a commendation to
everyone involved, especially the
volunteers. These include students,
retirees and even a retired judge.
When told about the award,
Ohlson expressed her appreciation.
''I think it is great that all of the
volunteers are being recognized,"
she said. "I have been reading for
over a year and I intend to continue
until I graduate."

Alcohot e-mail abuse remain security concerns
by Lloyd Dalton
NEWS EDITOR

The efforts on· the part of SCSU 's
administration to address off-campus alcohol
issues led to predictions that student drinking
!n the university's residence halls would
increase.
As of yet, there has been no dtamatic
increase or decrease, according to JoAnne
Kane, coordinator of the ADAYf alcohol and
drug prevention program at Health Services.
"It may be too early to tell," Kane said. "I
think we will certainly continue to have
students drinking on campus. More people
will go further underground with it, possibly."
According to Kane, ADAPT focuses less
on the number of students who drink and
more on how much alcohol those students
consume and what they do while drinking.
The program focuses on awareness and
education for students. In addition to alcohol
counseling and classes for students guilty of
campus policy violations, the department
conducts residence hall information
programs.
"My message to students is that they need
to be aware of how alcohol affects them and
· the university," Kane said.

The issues and choices faced by students
at SCSU are similar to those for students at
other universities, Kane said. She pointed Ol!I
that all colleges consist of students of the
same general age group. She explained that
alcohol tends to be the drug of choice in the
Midwest, as opposed to the prevalence of
marijuana and other drugs in other areas of
the nation.
"l still think we have ·a trend across the
country of recreational drinking," Kane said.
"If it's going to go down, it's going to go
down gradually."
Although Kane does not foresee any sharp
drop in alcohol use as a · result of the
university's actions against ciff-6lmpus
offenders, she explained that the effort is
beneficial to the university.
"Setting those guidelines and making
them clear is important in any environment,"
Kane said. "I don't think. the president is
trying to hurt students or come down hard on
them. We need to make students aware."
In the recent past, alcohol-related issues ·
have occupied much of the time and attention
of University Public Safety. Although alcohol
remains a lai'ge concern, cases dealing with
e-mail harassment and computer abuse have

become increasingly frequent at SCSU.
"We're really concerned," said Mark
Petrick, director of UPS. "This is a new area
of crime."
According to Petrick, instances of
harassment via e-mail and the Internet are
becoming routine, and wider-ranging. Since
computer communication is not limited by
distance, individuals at SCSU can easily
cause havoc in other states or nations.
"I see the level of sophistication
increasing every quarter," Petrick said.
Types of e-mail incidents vary from
accidental harassment to deliberate targeting
of indi viduals. Many messages are
pornography-related, and some involve death
threats. Petrick described one case where a
student · sent harassing messages to two
women in Colorado and published their
names on the Internet; all through his account
at SCSU.
Petrick expressed concern about the
uni versity's ability to deal with problems of
this nature.
'11tls has happened so fast, it's caught
many people by surprise," Pelrick said.
'"There's nothing on the books or in the
judicial process policy to cover these

incidents."
In the Colorado harassment case, the
offending student's account was canceled,
and disciplinary action is currently taking
place.
Countenneasures against future abuses
are being examined at SCSU and other
institutions around the nation. There has been
much controversy over whelher regulation of
electronic communication is a violation of the
First Amendment.
"I'm really discouraged that people are
looking at censorship of freedom of speech,
especially at a university," Petrick said. "[The
Internet] is an incredible mechanism for
exchanging ideas, but it is subject to abuse. At
some point, somebody has to step in."
According to Petrick, monitoring of
electronic communication probably won't
happen for a long time, if at all. In the
meantime, UPS currently relies on students to
report any harassment or abuse of computer
accounts.
"We want to prevent a problem from
becoming a major problem, and there's a lot
of work to be done," Petrick said. "We're a
resource for the university, and we encourage
students to come to us to report behavior."
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Two students win accounting awards
Students carry on SCSU tradition
by Eric S. Dietz

letter of recommendation~from a
university staff member.
This award will allow Pierstorff
to petfonn her internship as a cocase manager for New Beginnings,
a home for single parent women in
St. Cloud.

STAFF WRITER

St. Cloud State University's

motto is "A tradition of excelknce
and OpIX)rtunity."
Two SCSU students have
continued that tradition by

~in~!fp

receiving a prestigious accounting
scholarship and a state fellowship.
Mark Struthers, a senior
majoring in accounting, received

the Arthur H. Carter Scholarship at
the annual Accounting Club Fall
Banquet Nov. 1 at the St Cloud
Kelly Inn.
The scholarship requires a
lengthy

application

and

the

applicant must attend a school with
national accreditation in business or
accounting with two years of
completed study. Only one person
from each school is pennitted to
submit an application. The
application consists of extracurricular activities and short

essays on career ambitions.
Jennifer Pierstorff, a senior
social work/criminal justice major
was awarded the Minnesota State

Shane A. Opatz/ASSISTANT PHOTO EDllOR

SCSU senior Mark Struthers, majoring in accouhting, is the finance chair of student government
who was awarded the prestigious Arthur H. Carter Scholarship.
University Student Association
Penny Fellowship Award.
'This scholarship is a big deal."

Struthers said, "Out of all these
people across the country I was
chosen to receive this award."

Economics department
makes information
available to St. Cloud
by Erin Ghere
STAFF WRITER

Thanks to the efforts of the SCSU
economics department, St. Cloud
businesses now have a benefit that was
previously available only to companies in
other cities.
Two members of the SCSU faculty
recently compiled data into a quarterly
economic indicator for the city of St. Cloud.
Mary Edwards and Mark Partridge of the
economics department began
working in September of I995 on
the
economic
indicator.
It can help
companies
and
local
businesses
plan for the
future by
forec~ting
upswings
and

downswings
in
the
economy.
'The series
that we have put
together is regarding a
number of different variables,
and what we are trying to do is predict
St. Cloud's economy in 4 to 6 months,"
Edwards said.
To get the project off the ground,
Edwards aryd Partridge had to make many
telephone calls to obtain data and
permission to use it for the indicator,
according to Edwards.
For instance, a major piece of
the indicator involves manufacturing
production workers' hours. Because
of privacy considerations, it was difficult
for the professors to obtain this data.
An indicator was needed for the St.
Cloud area four years ago, according to
Edwards, bu\ only in the last few years
has St. Cloud had enough growth that
an economic indicator is able to be
published. Too liule data was available to do
so previously.

"St. Cloud was the only large economy
in Minnesota that didn't have [an economic
indicator]," stated Edwards.
The University of Minnesota at Duluth
has prepared economic indicators for that
area for 10 to 20 years, according to
Edwards.
The fi rst indicator was published in
January of this year and the most recent one
published was in October. According to
Edwards, one is published in the middle of
each quarter at SCSU.
According to the indicator, St. Cloud has
been experiencing moderate growth
over the past year, and will continue
to do so. 1be next report is set to
be published in
January,
~ 1997. Itis
expected
to show a
' conllnuation
of that trend.
Moderate
growth
beneficial
for the city
because it ·is
predictable
and businesses are
able to adjust to it easily,
cording to Edwards.
Edwards has been a member of the
SCSU economics· department since
1985. She specializes in urban and regional
economics. Partridge has been a member of
the economics department since September,
1995.

The production of ·the economic
indicator was not accomplishe·d solely by
Edwards and Partridge, though. According
to Edwards, the university's Social Science
Research Institute paid for data that was
acquired through the Secretary of State's
office. The data contained names of new
businesses in the area.
NSP also volunteered data, supplying
infonnation concerning the number of new
residential hookups in St. Cloud.
Additionally, the St. Cloud Tim es will
be providing data for the January
indicator.

Requirements for the Penny
Fellowship include an application,
resume, university transcript and a

int~~
~~~l~:n:i~ar:;
out internships through financ ial
aid.
· ''This fellowship is not based on
need." Pierstorff said, "It is done on
a basis of the quality of the
applicant and the impact they will
have on society."
For more infonnation about the
Arthur H. Carter Scholarship
contact John Lere in the SCSU
accounting department at 2553038.
For more infonnation about the
Penny Fellowship contact Heidi
Ehrenberg at (612) 224-15 18 in the
MSUSA offices.
The American Accounting
Association awards 52 scholarships
per year lo students across the
United States.

E-mf11L lJ5:
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Your friend
down the hall with

Power Macintosh" 5400
120 MHzl16MB RAMIJ.fiGB/8X Cl)..RQM

15"'bMill-in r:mllte}Mmi

the Macintosh c~p~ter
Power Macintosh" 7800
120MHz/16MB !W,(IJ.2GBKD-ROM

couldn't be happier

15~ =,r/

that Apple is offering a $150 rebate
to anyone who
gets their own.

rr"-•

~

Apple" Color StyleWriter• 2500

Up lo72Urj60dpi
Now$319

Check out Apple's Holiday Savings.
Right now Apple Computer is offering a $150 rebatewhen you purchase your very own Macintosh'
personalcomputerandan~printer.lt"sooeof the bestchancesyou'lleverhavetotakeowner-

~!~~~~~~$]~.in~~~~~=~~~

off the cooch and hit your campus computer store today. And lcave)'1'.IUI" poor friend akine. ·

. -•

Power Macintosh" 5260 JOO Mllz/lliM8 RAM/800~B/4XCl).ROM/W built•in~~ Now $ 1,305
Pow er Macintosh" 7200 1211 Mllz/!6MB RA.\1/ L"IGB.«i. CO-RO.WW,n,;pb.y~tioanl Now $1,948

Apple" Color StyleWriter" 1500 Up 1:1720):360~ Now $235
Apple' LaserWriter" 4/ 600 No w $721

St. Cloud State University Computer Store
Engineering and Computing Center Rm. 101
8am-4pm Monday - Friday
320/255-4944
http://www-acs-store.stcloud.msus.edu/
@19%App(e()/m/1ull'r.lnc.AJlrig/Jlsre:smW.App(e,lbeApp(e/og(,,Ala<:,M,,dn/()Sl,,lffji;mta.PolM"Madnlosband~artrrgiskrfdJrademaris
o{App(eCa'1l{JIJJer,lnc. App(e maiUnmiakofferrxilidfromN<!fflrlber2.1996./broud!j,,miary/9,/9')7,id,i/e~larlandnibjea//J":'1ilabilily. RJ
qualflfa,rel.iak,(Jrinler.rom{Nleranda11App(elllClrik,r{( sold~).mu,tl;,epurr:lwtdonlbesamemroa.(ffer~on,myM<Kinloib~

com{!Ukru'ilba,iyApp(eprinler. \Wu,l;,ertp,ol,ibiled/Jylallts«~mellerforfartbtr ru/es anddela4AIIMadnbilam,pulmartde$ignld
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MnSCU
New state
program
helps foreign
language
students
by Tom Maas
STAFF WRITER

There is a growing need within and outside the borders of
Minnesota for citizens who are able to understand and
communicate in multiple languages.
Minnesota students at all levels may soon be"given an
advantage in language studies over students throughout the

rest of the nation.
Through a program called the Minnesota Aniculation
Project (MNAP) students will be able to make the transition
between high school and college foreign language study a
smooth process. Currently, students are forced to play a
guessing game i~ deciding what level they should continue
their language studies at in college. According to Dr. Elaine
Fuller Carter, one of three faculty members representing
SCSU in MNAP, Minnesota i~_at the forefront of what is
becoming a national initiative.
There are similar programs throughout the nation
according to Micheline Chalhoub-Deville from the Center
for Advanced Research on Language Acquisition (CARLA)
at the University of Minnesota. The programs are designed
to evaluate students' abilities to use a particular language, to
detennine profic;iency and thus enable students and faculty
to decide at what point the student should continue their
language studies at the college level.
·
Students arrive at college from programs that vary in
length and intensity, making it difficult for faculty members
to accurately place students within the language program of
their interest. In order to accomplish this task a generalized
curriculum and standardized testing must be established
statewide.
To accomplish this the project is made up of three
branches: curriculum, assessment, and political action. Dr.
Phyllis VanBuren, MNAP and SCSU faculty member,
emphasizes that the focus of the curriculum branch is on the
competency of the student and not so much to create a
unitary style of teachlng.
"We're not looking to dictate to teachers how to instruct,"
Van Buren said. "It's more like we're saying. Here's what
we're looking for, however you get them (students) there is
your business."
The assessment team, plans to implement a battery of ,
tests that are proficiency based, covering students' abilities to
read, write and speak their languages of interest. This is
where the major problems exist, according to ChalhoubDeville. Students often find their studies are interrupte, due
to breaks, or that the pl"Ograms in high school fail to have
continuity with the language programs they encounter at
college. There seems to be no clear point at which to pick up
after hlgh school, and students find themselves repeating or
missing material. Often, they lose interest resulting in a
waste of valuable time and money.
Dr. Carter points out that the main goals of the project are
to resolve these problems encountered in the transition
between high school and college.
"Although the system is not yet implemented, we have
pilot tested the instruments," Carter said. "What it will do is
give students the ability to pretty much place themselves
with some help and advice from faculty. So often students
never get their language ability to a functional level."
Dr. VanBuren stressed that the project -will also help
students save time whlle actually awarding college credit for
their skills.
"Students who pass the proficiency tests will register at
the appropriate level as well as have the opportunity to
receive retroactive credit for the courses that they will be
eligible to test out of," she said.
The political action team, of which Dr. VanBuren is a
member, focuses its efforts on making language more
popular in high schools and establishing low level
proficiency testing in hopes of providing students the
opportunity to get the most out of what they have already
learned and by seeking financial and public support for the
program.
Dr. VanBuren anticipates that the program should be online in the sprlng of 1998 to lest all graduating high school
seniors in three major skill areas: speaking, reading, and
writing; and to test students at the end of their sophomore
year jn college. Additional information can be obtained by
contacting Dr. VanBuren,Dr. Carter, or Dr. Shawn Jarvis of
the foreign language department on campus.
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Developing management
information systems ($15 million)
Implementing six strategic planning
goals ($49.9 million).
"We can't do it alone," said MnSCU
chancellor Judith Eaton. "We n~ the
Legislature's help. Minnesota needs to
invest in its future by supporting public
higher education."
The six strategic planning goals are
part of the overall strategic plan for the
next three years. The . plan is titled
"Putting students first: MnSCU's Plan
for Minnesota 1997-2CXXJ."
· "We intend to enierge as a
performance-based, technology-driven,
learning-centered, innovation-focused
hlgher education system," Eaton said.
'The six main goals of the plan are:
fncreasing academic accountability
Creating a skill-based credit transfer
program
.
Improving career preparation
Aligning programs and services with
the state's needs

Embracing technology in teaching
and learning
·
Strengthening the partnershlp
between MnSCU and the state's K12 education.
The process of creating the strategic
plan began last spring, with collection of
data on the economy, population, and
educational system of Minnesota.
Information from employers, educators
and students was also gathered.
During September and October,
MnSCU conducted twelve ''town
meetings" across the state, in whlch
MnSCU board members sought
information from the public concerning
themes and visions for higher education.
The sixth goal, pertaining to K-12
education was added as a result of these
meetings.
'There were themes and concei-ns
that kept coming up time and time
again," said Rhodes. 'There's a lot ·or
room for improvements that will really
benefit students and the state."

To fulfill the goal of increased
academic accountability, MnSCU will
try to implement a system to measure the
effectiveness of each of its 37
institutions. According to Rhodes,
specific measures for doing this have not
been worked out as of yet, but MnSCU
expects the benefits of these efforts to be
"It's not enough to say that
someone earned a diploma," he said.
"We need to say to employers and
educators what the real value of that
education is."
The skill-based transfer goal will
require a system to allow non-traditional
students and those who have work
experience to benefit from that
experience, possibly by entering
programs at an advanced level,
According to Rhodes.
''This is not a routine budget
request," Eaton said. "We are asking the
Legislature to help us build a 21st
century system of hlgher education."

Because
all-nighters
arent always
spent in
the librarY.

It's everywhere
you want to be.
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"Healthy Weighs"
Manage your weight over the holidays
classes meet once a
week
starting December 10
$15.00
Call Health Ser:vices
SHAPES

255-4850

With limited re!.ources, SCSU
has managed to .maintain a high

involved In ·physical education are
using advanced methods and

quality program, especially since research in the human perfonnance
the faculty · has a· can-do attitude, "'lab, according to Nearing.
according to 1.'homas.

Nearing stated, "The human

Nearing added, "Despite the fact
of cutbacks, we still gave students a

pclfom,ancc lab not only helps St.
Cloud and Minnesota, but also the

quality in health education, physical
education and wellness."
A third reason SCSU won the
award is the human perfonnance

nation and .. m
internationally."

lab which provides exercise and
prescription testi~g. Students

timely situation.
The award was well-timed,

some

cases,

TheawardgivenbyMAHPERD

was believed to be recieved in a

according to Nearing.
"I thing it's timely with what's
going at the university and the
recetit surgeon general ~port on
physical activity of children, which
is not good," she said.
The award banner, displayed
in North Halenbeck Hall, shows
the department is working
together, making 'sure people are ·
physically fi t,J and have healthy
lifestyles.

Theta Chi PAGE 1
''The conventions deal with
· things like risk management,
rushing and scholarships," Travers
said.
The night the party was busted
150 citations were given. As a
house, Theta Chi is facing a noise
violation from the city of St. Cloud.
Travers said these violations were

cited to individuals living in the
house. Court hearings regarding the
noise violation charges will start in
the next few weeks.
Travers said he feels the
punishment given to the. fraternity
by the university was fair. He
said he thinks the fraternity's past
record helped eliminate the

possibility of suspension of its
SCSU charter.
"I knew our punishment would
involve community service,"
Travers said. " J did not think
that
we
would
get
a
suspension because of our
clean record. Overall, I think it was
fair."

SMART MONEY
Getting a diploma is a smart thing to
do. But paying for a college education is
not getting any easier.
TCF BANK Minnesota fsb can help.
TCF BANK offers several loan programs ·
for students and parents to he.Ip you get
that diploma.
Call us for more information and an
application toll-free at 800-247-1092
Ext. 8100.
Lender Code

~

'ICF BANK

EUALIIUIU
LENDER

821728

LUTSJ

lvfuunlnin Skiing

Witliout the Airl"are .

You don't need a student
loan to ski at Lutsen!
DECEMBER
Slopeside Lodging

$2 5 per person
.based on quad occ.
I-bedroom condo

'20 runs opera by Dec Isl

GUARANTEED

SPECIALS
Grand Opening Parly:

Der.. 2of.,.21

.

i\pa~aloon.
\lGrill
Lutsen Snew mvunlain-sfrlc
nightclub. fea1uring: BUZZ

RESER\:\'rlONS 1 soo

20

1

.,

f1i,sf~

,60 7666

SAVE UR to $20
on a 2 day lift ticket
(2DAY AllUTTlCKETm\VITHTHlSCOLPO\)
p,,....,,1 this r0<1l)Oll ~long wilh sludent !D. Only
01-wdis;,mml applf!'S. Valid 1hrou~h 12/24/96

Bonll!i freeWornerBrosSk1&SnowboordSoundtrock
CDw1!hyourl1ht1cketpurchose Wh1le1uppl1eslost

TheBorrow,,rs debut album
from GUARDIAN Records
Produced by: JAY JOYCE
Management: MARK SHIMMEL MANAGEMENT

Check out THE BORROWERS websrte:

http:{/www.bigjam.com/borrowen

&
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Local stores report great shopper turnout
by Michelle Wallin
STAFF WRITER

The day after Thanksgiving is considered
the beginning of the official holiday

shopping season.
Local department stores had a successful
morning and afternoon on Friday, Nov. 29,
although evening crowds decreased due lo
warnings of freezing rain and snow.
"Cuslomer traffic was the same or higher
than last year," said Joel Marsh, store
manager for Best Buy in St. Cloud.
Promotions at Best Buy included one-

year financing offers and several "door
busters." For example, a portable CD player
nonnally priced at more than $80 was on sale
for$29.
Although no- single department's sales

dramatically exceeded last year's, Marsh
said, audio gifts and computers arc very
popular this time of year.

Marsh said the winter line-up of new
computer models arrived in November.
·
"They time that with the Christmas
season very effectively," Marsh said.
The first Friday and Saturday of the
shopping season were very critical days for
Best Buy, Marsh noted. However, he said,
the store has traditionally had other days just
as big, especially in the days approaching
Christmas.
Dayton's, located at Crossroads Center,
saw a double digit increase in their Friday
morning sales compared to last
year, according to store manager Wade
Opland.
'The day after Thanksgiving was very
strong for the St. Cloud Dayton's," Opland
said.
Dayton's offered a free "Flash, the Fire
Pup" stuffed animal on Friday to customers
with a $25 or more purchase. Opland said
12,000 of the stuffed animals were given
~~~~~-The st0re also sold 600 Santa Bears Shoppers venture to stores on the busiest shopping day of the year.

Customers could purchase Santa Bear,
dressed as a fire fighter, for $25 and also
received a free smoke detector with a $25 or
more purchase,
Santa Bear, Flash, and the smoke detector
were all part of promoting National Fire
Safety Awareness, Opland said.
The store played holiday music over the
loudspeakers for shoppers and Jlosted a
· musical quartet.
.
Another store at Crossroads, JC Penney,
opened at 7 a.m. Friday for a special sale that
lasted until noon. Early customers were
given free Christmas ornaments and gift
certificates for $5 off a $25 or more purchase.
"We handed out 4,000 of · those
(ornaments) that morning," said JC Penney
assistant manager Mike Beard.
• Beard said the store wanted to make it fun
for custoiners to shop. JC Penney invited Star
96, a local radio station, to play music and
serve hot chocolate to shoppers on Friday.
Beard said sales were good in the
morning and JC Penney gained overall. The
bad Weather in the evening did have a
negative impact on the evening sales.
Retail· prices on JC Penney's items have
stayed the same or gone down, Beard noted.
Herberger's, located downtown, opened
at 7 a.m. Friday. Store managerlim Gisi said
Herberger's three-day sale (Friday through
Sunday) attracted more buyers than last year.
"Traffic was excellent all three days,"
Gisi said.
Herberger's wrapped up. the weekend
with a special sale Sunday night: Over the
three days, the men's department reported the
most success, Gisi said.
Nationwide and in Minnesota, spending
over Thanksgiving weekend was plentiful,
the associated press reported Tuesday.
Media reports said the holiday shopping
season looks "rosy" for both retailers and
consumers, despite five fewer shopping days
and November's unusually Cold, snowy
weather.

Students struggle with credit card spending
Credit services
report increase in
credit card .
overspending
during holiday
season
by Holli Chitwood
STAFF WRITER

Many credit card carrying
students at SCSU find themselves
in financial trouble dliring the
holiday season.
"If people are going to get
into debt, this is the time of year
that it happens," said Pat Kline,
district manager at Computer
Sciences Corporation credit
services.
Kline said the problem occurs
when people want to be generous;
they buy more than they can handle
in reality. This becomes a problem

when students cann_ot pay back
their debts, which consequently
causes them to end up with a bad
credit rating. According to ~ne,
bad credit stays on the records for
seven years, and bankruptcy stays
for JO years.
Bad credit can cause a number
of problems for students, Kline
said. When a student wants lO buy
a car or house, a bad credit
rating can increase finance
charges. These charges can
make the purchases very difficult
and inore expensive than they
would be if the student had good_
credit.
Once a person has a debt, it
they fail to keep up with the
payments, the credit lender can
contact the credit bureau. The
next time a person wants to
borrow money, the loan could QC
turned down, according to
Professor
Steven
Mooney,
chairperson of the finance,
insurance
and
reaJ
estate
department at SCSU.
...
Kline said he thinks the biggest
financial dangers for students are

bank credit cards such as Visa and
Mastercard.
Although debts can result, these
credit card companies do not
purposely get people into debt,

responsible students and there are
some not so responsible students,"
Kline said.
Mooney said credit card
companies offer ''tease(' interest

ifpeople are going to get into debt, this
is the time ofyear that it happens.
Pat Kline
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION CREDrT SERVICES

Kline said.
Credit card co~panies are
trying to grow, Mooney said. The
Way._they do this is by getting more
people tO use their cards. Because
of indiscriminate advertising
campaigns the companies often
give credit cards to people who are
likely to go into debt.
Kline said individuals have to
take responsibility for themselves.
''There
ai:e
some
very

rates which remain low for the first
few months, but then go up. These
offers make the cards look
appealing to students, but are
misleading.
The interest charges. add up,
according to Mooney. If a person
has a $500 debt, after twelve
months at 5.9% the interest charge
would be 30 dollars, but at 18% it
would be about 98 dollars.
Mooney said it is best if credit

cards are only used when people
have the cash or will definitely have
the mbney to pay it off by the end of
that month.
"Shop around for the card that
gives the best deal," Mooney said.
Students should figure out how
much debt they can realistically
carry based on their income,
keeping in mind aU the other bills
they have to pay, Mooney said. It is
not a good idea to have more than
on~ card, he added.
"Any additional one is only
asking for trouble," Mooney said.
Kline said it is a good idea for
students to establish a good credit
history as soon as possible so that
when they need it, they have a good
foundation.
If students get into credit
trouble, their best option is to cut
up the credit cards and work out a
payment plan -with credit grantors,
Kline said. Students needing
additional advice can contact the
Consumer Credit Counseling
Service which helps people manage
their funds. The local number for
the service is 253-5930.

"Everybody loves success, but they hate successful people." -John McEnroe
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CHronicle Open. positions.
Copy editor

Delivery person

What we need:

What we need:

•Strong English skills a must
• Knowledge of AP Style 'v ery helpful
• Eye for detail, accuracy ·
•Keen mind

• Dependable
• Available to work Monday
and Thursday nights

What you get:
What you ~et:
• Excellent experience with editing
• Hone your English skills
•Resume enhancement
• Regular salary

•Quick and easy job
• Experien.ce with distribution
•Resume.enhancement
• Regular salary

Interested? CaU Eric Hedlund at 255-2449, or stop by 13 Stewart Hall

f}/

Ub,CTi~ ·

metus
6T. CLOUD
28 Fifth Ave. South
St. Cloud, Minn. 5630 I

(320)251-2569

We

l2l£l and sell
Compact Discs
Cassettes

Videos
Leather Jackets

used
Hours:
Mon. - Fri.IO a.m - 9 a.m.
Sat. IO a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. -6 p.m

s
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O'Connell named ·defensiv~ player of the week
Senior captain shines againstMTU, honored by WCHA
by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

Technological University, the
senior captain tallied four assists,
and achieved a plus four plus-minus

position since he's been in college,

rating.
"It's

but defenseman Mike O'Connell
has risen to be the Western
Collegiate Hockey Association

hiffi," said
j u n i o r

He's only been a playing his

bonus

defenseman

defensive player of the week.

Andy Vicari.
"He doesn't
need
the
confidence

"I was always a forward until I
came here, and I've only really
been adefenseman for three years,"
O'Connell said. "I'm still learning
but I keep improving every week

and this was a great honor."
Last weeke~d. against Michigan

a
for

-'-""'"''--'

and the pats

Mike O'Connell on the back
WOM honors
because he' ll

always work as hard as he can. He
works hard all the time and it's
great for him to get recognized."
Hard work has gotten O'Connell
to the level he has achieved · this
season, a!Jd his teammates are quick
to praise the work ethic of the
seJ).ior captain.
··
"Over the five years he's been
here he's worked hard to improve
every part of his game and he's
done that," senior defenseman
Randy Best said. "He's worked
very hard for this team."
O'Connell, a Qative of Apple
Valley, Minn., came to SCSU as a

forward but has turned into the
team leader for the Huskies - as
well as one of their most consistent
players.
"He's steady. He's real steady,"
Best said. "He's a very smart
defenseman. He knows when to
stay back but can also play on the
offensive end."
Vicari said he was happy to see
the award finally go to a player like
O'Connell.
"It was great to see him get it. I
can't remember the last time we had
a defensive player of the week that'
wasn't a goaltCnder," Vicari said.

"A lot of times the award will go to
a flashy guy, and it's nice to see a·
grinder get it, one of those 'meat
and potatoes' guys."
·
Not only is O'Connell's
recognition a compliment to_ his
play, but it also commtinds the rest
of the defensive corps.
''This is a great honor and not
something I expected to get,"
O'Connell said. "When they give
the honor, I think they try to see
who helps on both offense and
defense. It's not an individual
award, it also involves the five other
guys on the ice."

Beaver guard
tallies 41 points
byRyan Voz
MANAGING EDITOR

For a college baskelball player
to score 41 is out of the ordinary,
but for Bemidji State University
senior Karen Morrissey, she was
just in the zone.
"I didn 't have a clue to how
many points I had even scored,"
Morrissey said.
Morrissey said she actually felt
like she was having an off-night.
Morrissey scored 25 of her 41
points in the
second half
against the
Huskies to
. help bring
the Beavers
back from a
I 0- point
deficit at the
half to a 91~!nferenno;~ Leah lhom,on
win Tuesday &ores 18 in laf;s
night
in
Bemidji.
"I have 10 give all the credit to
my teammates on my succ;:ess,
because they were the ones who
were setting up the plays for me,"
Morrissey said.
Morrissey also led the Beavers
with 14 rebounds.
'They (BSU) were really setting
up single and double screens to get
her open," senior captain Jenny
Rood said.
.
SCSU's lead diminished in the
second half as the Huskies shot 29
percent from the field; along with
shooting 1-12 from the 3-point line,
as BSU shot 52 percent from the
field and 71 percent from the 3point line.
"It got to be a very frustrating
second half for the girls, and
Bemidji's aggressive play didn't
help matters," SCSU coach Lori
Ulferts said.
The Huskies, after allowing 91
points against the University of
Wisconsin-Parkside last Saturday
at the Target Center, gave up 57
second-half points to the Beavers.

Young team faces
adversity after
losing top seniors ·
After losing NCC top scorer
Brenda Meyer along with Emily
VanGordon and Heidi Stuberg
due to gradation, the SCSU
women's team looks for its
young talent to carry it into
contention for the NCC title this
season.
In 18 games last season,
Meyer averaged 21.39 points for
the Huskies along with 11.61
rebounds per game.
This season SCSU looks to
sophomore guards, Teri Watkins
and Katie Shea to help lead the
offense, along with captain
Jenny Rood.
"We are developing at depth,
but we are lacking at
experience," Ulferts said. "We
are finding out what it takes to
win on the road."
The Huskies' home opener is
slated for Dec. 12 against
Moorhead State University.
''In the second half we were
basically overwelmed, and we did
let our guard down on a couple of
plays and they got back in it," Rood
said.
• SCSU managed to control the
game early as they broke the
Be<lvers full-court press resulting in
quick transitonal layups.
"We really dominated their pre'ss
and we scored a lot of points off it,"
Ulferts said.
Leading the way for the Huskies
was freshman center Leah
Thomson.
The first-year player finished
with a season high 18 points. ·
"We try to get the ball into her a
lot because she has a nice touch on
her shot," sophomore Katie Shea
said. "I have to give her a lot of
credit on the game she played."
The Huskies continue their road
string of five games as they travel to
Southwest State University 7 p.m.
Saturday.

Scott Anderson/STAFF PH(f[OGJ/APHER

SCSU senior guard Tony Morrow plays defense Tuesday against Moorhead State University.

SCSU bashes Dragons
by Rob LaPlante
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU men's basketball team continued their
assault over non-conference foes, improving their
record to 4-0 Tuesday night with a 96-58 triumph over
Moorhead State University.
In the first half the Huskies OOttled up the Dragons,
defensively forcing MSU into several turnovers
resulting in a41-24 Husky adavantage heading into the
locker room.
"The difference in the ball game was our defense
and our offensive relxiunding," said SCSU head coach
Butch Raymond. "We weren't shooting particularly
well from the field but our guys gave us a good solid
defensive effort out there tonight."
All five Husky starters finished in double-figures in
scoring led, by junior guard Sean Whitlock's team high
17 points. Senior guard Tony Morrow and sophomore
guard Jon Bryant each finished with 12 points. Senior
forward Shane Poepping added 11 while junior forward
Jon Hinzman scored IO.
The Huskies were not able to stop MSU's leading

scorer, Greg Duke. Duke came into the game
averageing 21.8 points per game and finished with a
game high 28 points. SCSU did contain the Dragon's
other scoring leaders Chad Jones and Matt Swanson,
holding them to a combined 13 points.
"Our defense is definitely the strong point of this
·team," Whitlock said. "(Duke) had his 28 points against
us but we were able to shut down the rest of their team."
In the second half, the Huskies were trading baskets
with the Dragons early on but after Raymond inserted
his bench players the Huskies began to run away with
the game.
"In the second half we started to get a little impatient
with the big lead," Raymond said. "Once we settled
down, the players started playing unselfish and started
passing up shots to create scoring chances for other
players."
Sophomore transfer guard 2.ach Goring was one of
the players responsible for sharing the point total
around by making several unselfish plays.
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Cullen returns scsu
for NMU series
Sophomore back from mystery virus
by Kerry Collins
SPORTS EDITOR

Sophomore Matt Cullen missed
SCSU's last two hockey series

because of an illness. What the
illness was is still a mystery to

Cullen and his doctors.
'The doctors don't really know

what it was," Cullen said. 'They
said it was some acute virus but
every test came up negative. I've.

never been sick like that before, I'm
jus1 glad it's gone."
Cullen, SCSU's leading scorer
last season, missed road series

against the _University of North
Dakota

and

Michigan

Technological University.
Despite missing their top-line

center, the Huskies still managed a
3-1-1 mark
'The confidence level is going

up and if we keep winning, it will
keep going," junior defenseman
Andy Vicari said.
SCSU hosts Northern Michigan
University this weekend, marking
the first time in almost a month
Cullen will play in a Husky
unifonn. ·
"It wili be great to have him
back, especially with how well
we've been playing," senior
defenseman Randy Best said.
"Anytime you get a big-time player
like that back it helps."
Last weekend, senior captain
Mike O'Connell was named the
defensive player of the week for the
Western
Collegiate
Hockey
Association.
With the defensive corps riding
high on O'Connell's accolades, and

the return of Cullen, spirits are high.
"We're all working hard and it's
great to se·e one of our defensemen
get some credit," Best said. "We're
a11 very confident back there and
happy to have (Cullen) back up
front."
NMU may be in the bottom half
of the WCHA standings, but the
Huskies are not taking them lightly.
"We reaJize we're only a few
losses a~ay from being one of
those bottom teams so we know
we'll have a tough weekend,"
Cullen said. "The league is really,
really even this season."
After the NMU series, the
Huskies will face the University of
Minnesota, one of the fan favorites
for SCSU hockey fans.
"We're not looking past (NMU),
but we all knoW that the Gophers
are next," Vicari said. "We're not
selling (NMU) short. Don't get me
wrong. We just hope to keep getting
better and better."
.The Huskies are 4-10-2 overall
and stand in fifth place in the
WCHA(4-9-I).

Before Christmas, SCSU faces
the Wildcats, the Gophers,· and the
University of Alaska-Anchorage,
giving the Huskies a good chance to
boost up in the standirlgs before the
holidays, Best said.
.
"We're shooting for 6-0," Best
said. 'That's our goal. We just have
to keep improving."
The NMU series is set for 7:05
p.m. Friday and Saturday night at
the National Hockey Center.
Student tickets for the Gopher
game need to be picked up at the
ticket office at the National Hockey
Center.
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Goring finished the game with
five points and a game high nine
assists.
"That is th~ way I play," Goring
said. "We have so many good
scorers on this team and my job
coming in, being this is my first
year, is not to score but to try and
make other people look good by
getti_ng eviryone involved."
Senior forward Jason Pelowski,
who missed the previous three
games dtle to an injury, had eight
points off the bench. Senior guard
Rod Walker and sophomore
forward Brandon Wade each
finish_ed with seven points.
Last season, the Huskies were 50 in non-conference play before
being handed their first loss of the
season by MSU.
The Dragons got a huge
peifonnance out of Midwest Sports
Channel's Division II player of the
year Bret Beeson who was a.senior
for the Dragons. last year.
"We sort of had a chip on our
shoulders over this game because of
that loss last year to them,"
Whitlock said. "Our goal last year
was to go undefeated in the nonconference and they handed us our
first loss and we didn't want that to
happen to us again this year."
The Huskies have now
outscored t~ir opponents 353-216
in the four opening games of the
season which has made things
easier so far for Raymond behind
the bench.
''There is no question that
winning by a large margin makes it
easier on a coach," Raymond said.
"So far we've been doing some
things well but we know that not
every game is going to be a
blowout."
SCSU recently competed at the
Target Center in Minneapolis where
they knocked off Mayville State 7058 over break.

Shane A . Opatz/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU senior Shane Poepping goes for a rebound.Tuesday.
The Huskies also posted
victories over the University of
Minnesota - Crookston I00-42
and Winona State University 87-58
earlier this season.
SCSU will encounter their first

road game of the 1996-97 season
Saturday night against Bemidji
State University at 8 p.m.
SCSU returns home to face the
University of Minnesota-Duluth
next Tuesday at Halenbeck Hall.

Still Deciding?
.

J

7

'5)

$
'To live is to change,
and to be perfect
is to have
changed often."

612-654-5089

· - John Henry Newman
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
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WCHAHOCDY=
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Nonh Dakol:1 ............ lo-4-0 .... 20 ... lo-4-0
ColoraooC.OUei,oe ........8-4-0 ...... 16 ...8-4-0
Minneooca
........8-4-0 .... 16 ... 9-'>-0

Minnesot:H)1.1lu1h ........6-S-1 ...•.. 13 ... 7-6-1
SI. Cloud State ............S-3-2 ...... 12 ...7-3-2
WISCOllSin....
....... ~,6,6-0 ... 12 ... 6-8--0
Denver ... :.. .. . ...... 4-6-2 ..... IO ... 6-6-2
NonhemMichigan .... 4-9- 1 ......9 ... 4-10-2
Alaska-Anchorage ........ }6-1 .. ...7 .... 5-6-J

....... 2-9-1 ..... .5 ..... 5-9-1

Michigan Tedi
Qec.

6nn4ZCamrs

Northern Michigan at SI. Cloud Stati:
Colorado College at Noith Dakorn
Michigan Tech at MinndOla-Du h.u h

Sw,mson 4-1 1 0-0 8; Ben Amundson 2-6 0-0
4; Da,~ ~ 0-2 0-0 O; G~ Duke l}-19

1-4 I; Charyssc Minder 5-8 0-1 10; Kyra
Janson 0-0 0-0 O; Heidi Mobag.J.30-0 2;

0-1 2&,Donferguson z-.1 1-25; D.mG!assn
0-1 0-0 O; Br.id Picken 04 0-0 0; Brodi,:
Schat;>fer 2-3 0-0 4; Aaron WllrOOt 0-3. 0-0 O;

B.u bVi:rlruil,,nO-OO-O0.
,
BSU - Karen Morrisey· 13-27 10-lj 41;
Peggy Hammel 1-2 0-1 2; Sasha Holm 1-2 0-

JclT Mosca 0-0 O-OO;joeJarohson 0- l

4-64.
S<51.J-Tony Morrow 4-14 2-212; Shall("

1 2; }ennifer Ohme 3-93-49; EriGI Lyi;eng
4-12 5-6 14; Danielle Daniels 0-0 0-0 O; Erin

Poepping 5-7 1-2 ll;jon Hinzman 5-100-0

walker 2-7 1-2 5; Kalie Olson 3-5 5-711;
Katie Sipola 1-2 2-2 4: Becky Rider 0-1 3-3

.

10; Scan Whitlock 7-14 2-3 17;.Joo Bryant 510 1-2 12; Zach Goring 2-2 1-2 5; Rodney
W.tlk"r 3-4 0-0 7: &-.mdon Wade .Vi 0-0 7:
Mark H"in 2-2 0-0 S; Nath.an Pelowski 0-3 00 O; Jason Pdowski 3-3 2-2 8 : Jeremy
Schmid! 0-00-2 0: Jerry Nelson 0-12-2 2.
Re bounds: MSU 32 (Swan'iOn 7); SCS U
37 (Hinzman 6) Records: MSU 2-4; SCSU 4-

0.

WJSCOn.Sin at Ab.ska-Anchorage

-•-=
"""'--Bum

HUSKIBS 96, MOORHEAD STATI: S8

. MSU ................... 24 34-S8
scsu ................. 41 55-96
MSU -

Chad

Jones

2-3 0-0 5; Man

-

BEMIDJI STATE 91, HUSKIES 78

scsu .. . ......... : ..... « 34-78
RSU.

. ........... 34 57-91

SCSU Teri Watkins 6-20 3-3 16;
Samantha Brant 3-7 0-0 8; Lah Thomson 712 4--6 18: Katie Shea 4-15 3-4 12; }mny
Rood 1-7 7-7 9; Emily Andrn;on 0-0 0-0 O;
Sarah Brand 1-10-l 2;0mie McGongle 0-2

,.

Rebounds, SCSU 46 (W.ukins 6, Brant 6},
USU 52 (Mol"risc:y 14); Records: SCSU 2-3:

l!SU 3-3.

,fB,~

·l.f:l1· ~,,,,
,.'( )(/

'h>c'>(>
~()(S<)

''-~(~:---

NCC Focnuu. NCC finel Tiendinv

""""""""

~

Nebr&Ska - ~ h a ...........8-1 ....... 10-2
Nofthem C.olorado .............. 6-3 .......... 10-3
Nofth l:>:ikou....
.......... 6-3 ....... 7-3
Soul.h Dakou State .............. 6-3 ....... 7-4
Nofth Dakou Staie
... 5-4 ......... 6-4
St. Ooud Stat" ...................4-5 .. •·· .56

South lnkcu ....................... 4-5 ..........6-5
ManlwoState ...................... 4--5 .......... 5--6
Augu.sµ n:i
.............2-7 .........3-8

Morningside .......................0--9 ••..••..• t-10

OO£S '(OVR MOH£'( $££AA

ro FLY A.WA'(?

-p-lE CHRONICLE MAY HELP. WE OFFER

I A GREAT WORK ENVIRONMENT, JOB
RELATED WORK EXPER IENCE AND
FLEXIBLE WORK SCHEDULE . EARN A
LITTLE EXTRA MO NEY WITH UN IVERS ITY
CHRONICLE SO YOUR MONEY DOESN'T
SEEM TO FLY AWAY.

ifio;m
I ArnQn . , "'
,._

ca
Informational Meetings:
•Dec. 12, 10-11 a.m.
•Dec. 12, 4-5 p.m.
•Dec. 18, 1-2 p.m.
Room All 9, College of
Education ·
OR

Contact Walter Ullird
Office: 255-4290
Home: 654-0593
(Several spaces are sti ll avai lable.)
Spani sh speaking is not requ ired
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TOP TEN MOST CLUELESS PEOPLE ON EARTH
4. Javelintatcher.
3. Someone in express
checko1:1t line with
eleven items.
2. Chain-smoking .
gas station attendant.
I. Drug users;

IO. Rainforest chainsaw operator.
9. Millionaires in prison.
8. Drivers with tum signal
perpetually on.
7. Las Vegas lounge acts.
6. Unregistered voters.
5. Frozen dinner enthusiasts.

,~.~

PARTNERSHIP FOR A DRUG-FREE AMERICA

Student teach

~,it\\
t.\\''\,i\\'\

In

:,~'---~~

5~1~.

.

• tnQland (winter •~s)
•Arizona (winter •~s)
• Costa Dlf:a (sprinQ ~~8)

®

FOR GROUPS AND INTRAMURAL TEAMS

T-SHIRT, SWEATSHIRT, AND JACKETS

WITH AFULL LINE OF HOCKEY EQUIP.
2018 8th St. N. St. Cloud
PHONE (320) 252-2600

read,

lrllttl wri -e
1:-mflll U5:

[llrlllli[IE@ii~~Er.5i[IIJIJIJ.m5IJ5.EIJIJ

The Old Spaghetti Factory, a national
restaurant company, is looking for Managers
and Kitchen Managers. Due to continu,ed
expansion and promotion from within, we are selecting
from ideal candidates who have a college background,
recent restaurant experience and the willingness to
relocate for growth Opportunities at company expense.

The Challenge includes hiring and training outstanding staff members, man.aging business practices
such as purchasing and ,cost control, and supervising
unit opera1ions through a player/coach style.
Promotions to General Manager and above are selected from in-ho~se personnel.

The Compensation starts with one of the best·
. training programs in the industry, competitive wage
package, quarterly bonus, 40l(K), health, vision and
dental insurance, and regular salary reviews.

Send resume to: Director of Management
· Recruiting, OSF International, 2919 Winterhaven Rd.,
Louisville, KY 40220, or fax to (520) 49';-6757

FINANCIAL
AID&.
LOAN
CHECKS
Financial aid awards
and bank loans will
be available Dec.
11,12,& 13 at the
twood Ballroom
rom 9a.m. to 4 p.m.

GOLD
DAYS,

HOT

NfWS.
We cover life in
and around SCSU
like a blanket.
Stay warm by
reading the ...
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Pianist presents musical
variety in casual concert
by Robert Kraemer
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

The 12 foot grand concert
piano, a Steinway, arrived at Kimberly
A.
Ritsche
Auditorium
early
Tuesday morning anticipating the

performance of jazz pianist George
Winston.
Wmston jazzed the audience with
his very casual dress at Wednesday
evening's show, which began at
7:30 p.m.
Born in 1949, Winston was inspired
by such musicians as Thomas "Fats"
Waller, Floyd Cramer and Ray Charles.
Though he was introduced to piano as a
child, he quit taking lessons. and did
not resume until 1967, at age
19, when he learned to play the
organ.

The year 1972 would bi:ing his
debut solo album, Ballads and
Blues-1972'.

Lukas Johnson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Since 1980, Winston has released six

George Winston, well-practiced in a variety of more.albums.
.
.
instruments, rehearses and performs Wednesday in the . His latest solo piano. recordmg,
Ki"!berly A. Ritsche Auditorium in Stewa,:! Hall.
t~~r~~;i~~:•cc~~1 ;~~~

~~::a1:~

by the late jazz pianist, Guaraldi,
written for the "Peanuts" TV specials.

even if it is oilly ~ hour away," said
Winston after his perfromance. ,

"Winston will not be associated with
the
terms
contemporary or
new age, but
rather,
rural
folk,"
said
Jennifer Martin,
fourth
year
student
and
coordinator for
the University
Program Board
Concerts
Committee.

Minnesota greeted Winston's talents
with a few flakes of
blowing snow. The
final
sale
of
approximately 800
tickets - nearly 400
to the community
members - was a
good indicator that
the blustery winter
weather proved to
be little barrier for
fans.

Winston will not be
associated with the
terms contemporary
or new age, but
rather, rural folk.

"It
was
an
The music
Jennifer Martin
exciting
Winston
UPB CONCERTS COORDINATOR :rf~:~~~~currently
player and I always
working
on
enjoy seeing him
is described by
his
talent
play--cspeciaJly
agency
as
two-thirds around the holidays," said Melissa
R&B/Blues/Rock/Standards, and one- Bourestom, a nontraditional student in
third melodic music.
her final quarter.
Amidst preparations for Winston's
Martin admitted that her committee
had a small role in planning Winston's pefonnance, the Concerts'. Committee
appearance at SCSU. Arrangements for has been brainstorming ideas for other
his perfonnance were made during the shows for the year. The committee is
summer
momhs
by
graduate one of two UPB committees sponsoring
assistant to UPB, Chris Baxter, and Blind Man's Bluff, an a capella
former Director of UPB, Rick pop quartet, Tuesday, February 11, 1997
Haught.
as part of the Wii:iter Week festivities.

vf;'~

"When we looked at doing a winter
concert George Winston's 'Winter'
program seemed perfect. His popularity
seemed like it would have a great
student and community draw, and it
did," said Baxter.
Winston's appearance at SCSU was
preceeded by two pelfonnances at the
Ordway Theatre in St. Paul. Advertising
for those shows extended to PBS and
was heard on the radio waves via

wcco.

Unknown
to
the
Concerts
Committee, the show on campus
was also advertised by those
mediums. Locally, an ad was
placed in the St. Cloud Tunes.
"J1's nice to be in Minnesota and not
be playing in St Paul. Each area seems
to bring out different things in the songs

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

In addition, the Concerts Committee
annually sponsors the Battle of the
Unsigned Bands and plays a role in the
musical program of the Mississippi
Music Festival in May.
The committee is hoping to be able
to bring a big-name pcrfonnance to
match the intensity uf last year's Goo
Goo Dolls.
They are also tentatively planning to
sponsor an artist for Black History
Month.
..J
The Concerts Committee has not yet
decided a meeting time for winter
quarter.
Students interested in being part
of the committee can reach
Martin
or
Chad
Markham,
graduate assistant, at the UPB office

255-2205.

World AIDS Day gives information, reflection
by Jeff Dahler
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Sunday Dec. I, 1996 marked annual
World AIDS Day. This day is dedicated lo
infonning the pul;ilie about the deadly effects
of the HIV virus and new developments in
combating this disease.
Sharon Broom, public relations director
for American Health Association, said nearly
10,000 people called the National AIDS
Hotline over the holiday weekend. The
hotline . supplies callers with infonnation
about the disease and locations to volunteer
with local AIDS service organizations.
Since World AIDS Day fell on a Sunday
during the quarter break, nothing was done on
campus that day. However, on Monday Dec.
2 a booth was set up in the Atwood Memorial
Center, by SHAPES (Student Health

Assessment Promotion Education Services), athletic teams, classrooms and at the donns,"
giving away condoms and red ribbons.
Treglowne said.
An infonnative display case has also been
The big week for AIDS awareness on the
set up in Atwood
SCSU campus will be
across from the
~
in
February,
~!~;~s d7::l~~
contains statistics on
tii:a~~s and ~e;
inf;r;:ti~;~glowne,
graduate student and
~e~!:n project

==~=.Jo••
■F====

The drugs will not
work/or everybody
because they are
extremely expensive
and complicated to

•••

~:;tn:~:~ts s:~~
being planned for
the year.
"We will be giving presenfations

io

drugs on the market are protease inhibitors.
lllese drugs are developed to attack the
virus along with other drugs currently on the
market. Studies have shown the drug
combination prevents the virus from

~r:~~~wne Nati:~~i
Condom Week, Feb.

: : ; ~ ; t~::::~:1:~;t[;;.cells (cells that
Since the virus is unai,)le to attach, they

~;~! i~~~~nan~

~;!;~1:t~~:1~:~!~e~~~~e;;~

will also be heavily

~~=~h~~ot~ntth~f~:n~~~:~~!:
no longer detectable. Still, this treatment is

t::'~~~n:~~;~ss

:b:;~s~~;:id~ all of the HIV/AIDS

;~~~~e~~en\~1~~
~:~

the!r~o~::ral
USe.
developments coming
forth
from
the
the research of HIV and AIDS. The newest

~~f:~~

sai~~~;~~~7:t~:ei ; ; ; ~~:,:;
Another drawback is the drugs will not

Go TO AIDS DAY, PAGE 15 •
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Ciatti's experience satisfie~ in every way
Food Quality
C?Ul
? :l?'lf.iii'I
i:r.__l~ __JL__L__~
chicken oregano to be an excellent meal.

displayed by the wait staff at Ciatti's was

Finishing il was tough, since I was already - excellent. Friendly and courteous, but not
over-the-top. The waitress was able 10 supply

I

stuffed with salad and breadsticks, but in the
end, my SIOmach thanked me. The dessert

:ne~~~~~~i~t~~ :~:~c~i~~e~tj~t~~;~

~-~~-~-·-~-~
Each

dinner

entrce

comes

with

· breadsticks and a house or Caesar salad. The

breadsticks are light and buttery, and the

have the capacity.

breadsticks, salad and drink refills at a rate

that equaled our consumption-a feat that
seriously impressed me. All in all, the degree
of setvice was quite im~_cable.

Atmosphere

Cleanliness

house salad embraces the taste buds with an

amazing variety of sharp and delicious
flavors .' Both breadsticks and salad are

by Lloyd Dalton
Fooo CRITiC

delivered to fhe table while the meal is being

Ciatti's is an Italian restaurant tucked

prepared, and arc completely refillable. This

away in the Ccn1cr Square Shopping Center,

is an extremely welcome feature. A Ciatti's
waitress 'admitted many custOmers stuff
themselves with brcadsticks and salad and
wind up taking the majority or their actual
dinner home with them. It didn't surprise me.
The dinner itseir is extremely fi lling, as
Italian food tends to be.

directly across from Hcrbergers. Geuing
there requires navigating the maze of

downtown avenues and parking lots, but the
trip from SCSU is still a short one. The
reward for the journey is a dining experience
that makes others pale in comparison.

Price

Variety

The interior of Ciatti's is lit with a
subdued light, giving it a relaxed and mellow
ambiance. Though the booths and tables are
somewhat crowded, noise is not a problem.
Halfway through dinner, the lights . were
dimmed even more, and the candle that
accompanied each table was lit. This created
an enjoyable and pleasant feeling. Finally,
many tables are surrounded by wicker chairs
with cushions. This is a feature unique to
Ciatti's, and an extremely colTlfortable one.

Service
The prices at Ciatti's are fairly high. A
dinner and drink costs between $10 and $15,

depending on the cntrec. However, the value
of the meal certainl y helps make up for the
extra cost.

The variety of Italian dishes is quite large,
but some of the descriptions are a bit
confusing to anyone who is not intimately
familiar with Italian cuisine. I found the

The level of competence and politeness

The restaurant was very clean in
appearance and decor. Several bowls and
small plates were provided' to accommodate
sauce, butter, breadslicks and salad with as
little mes~ as possible.

Overall

~
A trip to Ciatti's will generally take a
sizable bite out of one's wallet. However, a
return on the investment is guaranteed. For
anyone who prefers a quality dining
experience, or for anyone who enjoys great ·
Italian food, Ciatti's offers enough.

You w ant to write fo r us.
News Hudd es

and .Thursda

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

• •

Tl}l-(Jd Srudm

·Toochirg 1nforrrcliord
Mff:lirgs for · ~'1)

a

EIElll6fflOI)'

. '"

Educcrlion MaJors
'. Secondary &K·l2
lit'E11111'e MdJors

Kinda-gm-ten

,

•••••~ndormri
~

Swimming Pool
~ FREE Parking/Outlets
~ Sand Volleyball Court
~ Heat and Water Paid
~ Phone/Cable Each Bedroom
~ ·Ceiling Fans 1n Every Bedrooni.
~ Keyed Bedroom Locks
~ Microwaves/Dishwashers

Call 252-2633

5A~;8:s';ss:k~o;/
ge,,er.,J~""l'h,nl~Ju~4.

~ Air

Conditioning
~ Large Storage Room
~ Frost-free Refrigerators
~Laundry Facilities
~ Vending Machines
~ Campus Clipper & Me1ro Bus
~Individual Leases
r Pleasant, Quiet Atmosphere

-rknr It kntW ahur ,ntW,
~~ti~C:nesoo.

4!:~s=:~

Premiere Student Housing
~ Heated

ANEW WED{LY UST Of Of LITTLE USE,
SAVI RIH ACHUCKLI NOW AND THBl.

Sooiething
3S.N-0-W:NooodyOmiy
Wants.

SWm ere 1o aHad {H_ of lhi dx,,,a
1hr iinl 1o ~ lad,
<btg lhi 1997.~ ~ 'jtt.

~ naiigs tf

1Waterisverywetsnow.
Ooyouhaveanirreverent6p.ll!tm?Stndttto
theChrantle today,or t1111orrow Whatever
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work for everybooy because they are extremely expensive
and complicated to use.
Treglowne said to be on protease inhibitors would cost

a patient about $16,000 to $25,000 per year, The price of
this treatment would eliminate people in third-world
countries and prevent people who d_o not have health

insurance from using the drug treatment.
Besides the cost problem, a patient would have to take
12 to 20 pills each day, accompanied by rather serious side
effects. Treglowne said people should not
view protease inhibitors as a solution to the problem, just
a step in the right direction.
All of the work done by SHAPES 'is not only for
HIV/AIDS prevention and awareness, but for all sexually
transmitted diseases. Because STDs are mainly
transmitted throughout the same avenues as HIV

people need to realize the precautions that need to be tajcet'l
if they are planning on being sexually active, Treglowne
said.
"Still abstinence is the best route to take, if not
that, people must practice safe sex." Treglownc said.

Graduate student Tara Treglowne is the project
coordinator for HIV/STD prevention services and
programs at S.H.A.P.E.S. Some of their scheduled
activities include World AIDS Day1 National
Condom Week and outreach presentations.

HI
The AIDS virus is the leading cause of death among men aged 25-44.
and the third leading cause of death among women in the same age group.
There are currently 18 million people infected with the HIV virus.
This number is expected to ·nse to 30 million by the year 2000.
The HIV virus may be present in the body with
no symptoms for up to 10 years.

Q ♦ Q ♦ Q ♦ Q ♦ Q ♦ Q ♦ Q ♦ Q ♦ Q ♦ Q ♦ Q ♦

rmpowennent and
.4.ssertlveness TralnlnQ
for Women
.The workshop will discuss:
Assertiveness, Conflict Resolution, Self-Esteem,
Body-Image, Sexuality, and Relationships
3 p.m.-5 p.m. Wednesday
Jan. 8-Feb. 20, 1997

. . .~-~,,'!,.

~

~

Where:
~SCSU Women's
~
. . , Center Colbert House N ~

• 4 rope tows
• Li ghted hills that range from mild
to wild!
• Warm chalet and snack bar
• $8 for adults $6 for children
• $6 for groups of 20 or more
• 2 New snow-boarding hills

r--------------------,I
I
SCS SPECIAL:
I

I

I
13

I
C

~

Cost: $5
~
- ()
~(Scholarships Available)~ ~

~
.#
~,,~~,~

• 363-7797

I

~

J)
()

w
I
12
I
V

Call 255-4958 for more information or to register.
Call early , space is limited!

BUY TWO TOW TICKETS
GET ONE FREE!!!

I

I

L------------------- .__ J
Private parties with beverage may
reserve the hill only after 9 pm.

Open 12 - 9pm
everyday

4 Miles south of St. Joe on Cly. Rd. 2 until
Juncti.on 160, then right 1 mite·
THIS COUPON NOT VALID ON PRIVATE PARTIES
OR WITH OTHER SPECIALS

"No woman ever hates a man for
being in love with her, but many a
woman hates a man for being a
friend to her."
- Alexander Pope (1727)
English poet and satirist

Editorial Board
Eric J. Hedlund
Ryan Voz
Robert Kraemer

Shannon Swanson
Lloyd Dalton
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EDITORIAL

Power of Internet
requires maturity
It is hard to ignore the fact that some ·of the students here are
having difficulty growing up; and unfortunately, the rest of us
are eventually going to pay the price for a select group's
immaturity and stupidity.
Every member of the campus community may take

advantage of full, unlimited access to the Internet. With this
access, we are launched into a world without physical barriers,
composed of fiendishly complex digital signals.
The amount of freedom awarded to those who cruise the
highways of the Internet is considerable. This freedom leads to
power, and as the saying goes, with power comes responsibility.
This is what some students at SCSU haven't realized.
University Public Safety Director Mark Petrick said reports
of Internet harassment at SCSU have become routine. Students
sending harassing e-mails, even diath threats, are jeopardizing
the freedom we have been given. Those students must realize
that the university, like others facing similar problems around
the nation, is not going to sit still, with the First Amendment
held tightly in their fingers, forever.
The idea of SCSU monitOring the telecommunications of its
students is a chilling one. It raises concerns about freedom of
speech and expression over the Internet; new twists on ·old
ideas.
The administration needs to take very cautious steps in
approaching this issue, and those responsible for this increased
negative attention need to realize that their idiotic actions have
not gone unnoticed, nor may they go unchecked.

STAFF OPINION
SHANNON SWANSON, OPINIONS EDITOR

Holiday season can be a
time for thankfulness.

who grow up without a family
Returning from a wellbefore Thanksgiving (we like
who loves-and supports them.
needed break from classes and to avoid shopping malls the
I thought about this when a
homework, I realized how
Friday after Thanksgiving).
fortunate I was this
While on this shopping trip, friend of mine did not have
her family to spend the
Thanksgiving holiday.
I stopped and noticed how
Thanksgiving holiday with.
I spent
excited everyone
EDITORIAL
Thanksgiving day ·at
looked while buying Her mother died when she
my husband's
for people they don't was 12 and her father who
lives in Florida is tenninalJy
parent's house and
even know. We
enjoyed a big juicy
bought winter coats, ill from cancer.
For some, holidays can be a
turkey with dressing
gloves and hats for a
time for sorrow while
and mashed potatoes
family who is less
mourning the lost loved ones
a1ong with pumpkin
• fortunate to buy
who are only with them in
and blueberry pie for
basic necessities for
,, spirit for the holiday season.
dessert. Dinner was . - ~~'---' the bone-chilli[}g
Instead of holidays being a
followed by a game of touch
Minnesota winter months.
time for joy and happiness,
football with 12 of my
A simple thing like a
holidays are full of sadness
husband's siblings outside in
winter coat is not something
and despair.
Road conditions in the St. Cloud area have been treacherous
the snow.
we usually stop and think
Even though I did not get
as of late due to recent snowfall and sporadic rains.
Thanksgiving is a time to
about how·lucky we are to
to see my pareflts or the rest
It seems the roads in the city of St. Cloud have been
be thankful. In today's fast
own. But for those families
ofmy family
receiving adequate attention except, for some reason, the roads
pace sOCiety, it is sometimes
who live
on
around SCSU.
difficult to slow down long
through
Thanksgiving
Time after time it seems the city roads located around
enough to discover all the
Minnesota
day, I am
campus get snubbed by snow removal crews and receive less
winters
without
wonderful gifts we have been
than adequate attention.
something
given. This Thanksgiving, I
A
simple
thing
The large amount of money the city collects from SCSU·
warm to wear,
took the time to slow down
like a winter coat the daily
students for parking tickets should go towards the roads on
a coat, gloves
and be truly thankful for
campus. Making·vehicles park on one side of the street during
and hat are
everything in my life.
is rwt something routine
activities with.
the night would give the city another opportunity to remove
something to
I thought about how
we usually stop
Not only do
snow and ice from the streets.
fortunate I was when my
think about
Large piles of snow are making the parking problem at ·
every time they
family and I went out on our
and think about I have my own
to be
SCSU even worse.
step outside.
yearly shopping trip for
how lucky we family
thankful for, I
. Another obstacle of the parking situation, besides trying to
I have a lot
families who are less fortunate
have another
find a parking spot. is the question of whether a student is going and do not have money to buy to be grateful
are to own.
family I
to actually get out of their parking spot after class.
basic necessities for their
for this holiday
inherited when I got married. I
Besides the snow build-up on the city roads, the conditions of children. Even though these
season.
have several things in my to
these streets are a"trocious. ·11 is only a matter of time before an
Most importantly, I have a
gifts we buy are for
be thankful for, but most
accident occurs due to these terrible road conditions.
wonderful family. This.may
Ouistmas, my family gets
importantly, I have a family to
SCSU's roads need to be taken care of. They should receive
sound somewhat trivial, but
together to spend the day
spend holidays with.
. the adequate attention that the campus community deserves.
together al)d go shopping right there are several young adults

SCSUs icy campus
roads not up to
winter's challenge
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E-mail abuser faces

disciplinary action
On Nov. 13, a fonner student of the University of California at Irvine
was indicted on ten federal hate-crime charges for allegedly sending
threatening e-mail messages to university staff members and students.
Among other things, the messages blamed Asians for "all of the crimes
that occur on campus" and stated, "I personally will m~e it my life
career to find and kill everyone of you personally."
Michael Gennaco, assistant U.S. attorney for the Central District of
California stated that the e-mail violated federal civil tights statutes. If
convicted, the fonncr student could face up to ten years in jail and a fine
of one million dollars.
Although the SCSU administration supports the unrestricted exchange
of ideas, it feels that such blatant racism and hatred, as expressed in the email, should be neither promoted nor protected. Mindful of the principles
of freedom of speech and academic freedom, the administration is none
the less committed to the belief that differences of opinion may be
legitimately expressed without resorting to destructive language and
conduct.
Technology has revolutionized our lives in many positive ways.
However, the escalating use of computers on this campus should not be
viewed as a license to anonymously hide one's divisive, hateful and
illegal actions. The university is delennined to provide an environment
where all individuals will be able to develop to their full potential without
fear of individual discrimination or harassment, whether through e-mail
or other forms. Consequently, the administration has pledged to zealously
work with all appropriate state and federal authorities, as well as with the
on-campus public safety officers and judicial system, to aggressively and
relentlessly pursue and discipline those individuals .on the SCSU campus
who misuse e-mail.
The indictment of the University of California at Irvine former student
marked the first time that the federal government has prosecuted an
alleged hate crime committed on the Internet. The SCSU administration
applauds the action and fully intends to pursue a similar ·avenue if the
need arises on this campus.
Annette R. Wilson

Special assistant to the president

Eastman provides

above par facilities
This is a reply to Ryan Voz's Nov.12 staff opinion, "Exercise facilities
meager." I have taken the opportunity of utilizing Eastman Fitness Center
for the last three years. In that time, I have been a member at four of the
six larger health clubs in St. Cloud. Eastman offers just as much or more
as some of the high priced clubs.
Mr. Voz must fail to see th,at heart disease is the leading cause of death
and num~r seven is diabetes. This counts for more than a million deaths
a year. Many of these deaths could be avoided if exercise, stress reduction
and proper diet were incorporated into everyday life.
Now Mr. Voz, why would you want to tell people about the negatives
of Eastman Fitness Center? It is a great facility for weight lifting and
aerobic exercise. SCSU Department of Sports Facilities and Campus
Recreation has expanded and improved Eastman's equipment yearly with
student input. They recently opened a Relaxation Cenler where you can
get infonnation on stress reductio_n, exercise programs, fitness
assessments, proper dieting and many other programs. Few clubs in St.
Cloud have expanded as much or improved as much as Eastman in the
eight years I've lived in St Cloud.
I have worked out at both the National Hockey Center and at
Halenbeck's weight room. The only difference from Eastman is some
equipment has been purchased more recently. One thing Eastman has is
top of the line cardiovascular machines. SCSU athletes do not get too
many benefits, and we do not need their facilities because of Eastman's
availabi lity and accessibility.
If five dollars a month means a place for me to exercise_will be open
when I get up at 7 a.m. or stay open until 10 p.m., then I will be the first
in a long line to get a pass. So Mr. Voz, if you need pretty pictures on the
walls, brand equipment and people with the same shallow ideals as you to
get you motivated to improve your health, please buy some equipmenl
and stay at home. Please re-evaluate your opinion and be a supporter of
SCSU Department of Sports Facilities and Campus Recreation to improve
health and wellness yearly of all SCSU studenlS.
Aaron Fealy
Senior
Physical education

The opinions expressed on this ·page
do not necessarily represent the views
of U"'IVFJ/SIIT Chronicle
UWVliRSJ1Y
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Compassion for victims not
to be mistaken for truth
Our justice system failed once again. An innocent person was wrongly accused of a criminal act and·is being
punished by both physical sanctions and mental anguish.
A decision was reached by the St. Cloud State Judicial Panel that found my friend is, in fact, guilty. Instead,
the decision is saying to the women of this campus that when we feel the desire to seek revenge on a former
boyfriend all we have to do is accuse him of a wrongdoing, cry, and he will be punished. That seems to be the
pattern the Judicial Panel is making clear for SCSU students. It doesn't matter how much or how strong the
evidence is. The words of a female claiming to be a victim of sexual assault is enough.
Our justicf; system offers compassion to victims, but somewhere along the line this compassion is being
mistaken for truth and belief. Just because someone makes a good actor/actress in front of the jury/panel does
not constitute truth. But for some reason, we are compelled to believe the helpless victim.
By writing this letter I hope to convey two messages: I) to the accuser, I hope you realize that you just made
a mockery of every true victim of sexual assault, and 2) to all female students, evidently being a female brings
power. I hope that you will' not abuse it. As with any power, abuse and misuse will lead to the suffering of
innocent people, as I have just witnessed.
Julie Willy

Senior
Marketing/Advertising

Letter Policy
All letters must include the following:
Name
Year in school (if applicable)
Major (if applicable)
Phone number
Signature
Please keep letters under 300 words.
We reserve the right to edit for length, grammar and syntax,
. Form letters will not be accepted.
All letters must by typed or sent via e-mail:
chronicle@tigger.stcloud,msus.edu

Write today! We encourage all readers to share their thoughts.
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Classifieds
:SC J

Housing
1 AND 2-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
$415-$430/month. Includes heat,
water, garbage and parking. On-site
laundry, on Campus Clipper bus
line. 654-8300.
$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 259-4841.
2-BDRM., NEWLY REMODELED,
new carpet, new linoleum, new
blinds, newly painted!! $415/month.
Includes heat, water, garbage and
parking with plug-ins. Available
nowfl 654-8300

;u a

Northern Management, 1725 W. St.
Germain, St. Cloud, MN 56301 ·or
call 654-8300.

For more infonnation, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during nonnal business hours.
FOUR-BDRM. APT.
Newer building across street from
campus. 251-0525.
FOUR-BDRM., TWO BATH
. APT.
New carpet, paint. Great
location. Heat paid, parking
available. 253-1320.
·

$$100 OFF 1ST MONTH'S
RENT$$
apt-available 11-1 ,

ONE AND TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Available immediately. Starting
at $360/mooth. Call Apartment
Finders; 259-4040.

$410/month. Two-bdrm.
apt.available
11-1 .
$485/month.

Includes heat, water and garbage.
Very large rooms on-site laundry, on
Campus Clipper bus line. 654-8300.

ONE ROOM EFFECIENCY
for male. Quiet building. Utilities
inciuded. 259-9434.

$179/MONTH.

Single rooms in houses and apts.
Close to campus, heat paid. 251-

ONE ROOM IN A FOUR•
BDRM. APARTMENT.
located across from Halenbeck
Hall. Male, rent $199., 6-month
lease, garages $35/month, heat
paid, whirlpool, heated parking,
deposrr $250. Call 240-0234.

8284, 251-9418.
710APTS.
Three-bdm1. apt. available now and
winter quarter. $540-$570. D.W.,
micro., NC. Dan, 255-9163.
A FOUR-BDRM. HOUSE

SINGLE ROOMS,

across from Halenbeck Hall. Off.

m/f, cable and phone jacks,

street parking. $225 plus utilities.
632-9123, 255-2051. Ask for Tom.

locking bdmi. doors. $179 per
month. Available immediately.
Select Properties, 253-11 54.

A GROUP OF 3 OR 4?
Spacious apt., one and two baths.

SUBLET SPECIALS.
M/F, SID in houses. Six
convenient locations. Quality
living, free parking. Dan, 2559163.

Close to campus. Heat included.
$205-$220/month. Low security
deposit 255-9262.
AVAILABLE NOW!
Private rooms in house. New, close
to SCSU. $179/month, with men.
251-8284, 251-9418.

·paid. $340-$380. Dan, 255-9163.
BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts. available. SE St.
Cloud on bus line. Heat paid. Dan,
255-9163.
CARETAKER TEAM.
SE side apt. complex. Partial rent
credit for 2-bdrm. apt. Apply at

Friday, December 6, 1996

All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.

One-bdrm.

BEACHWOOD APTS.
One-bdrm. apt. near Cobom's and
downtown. Available now. Heat

::u lit!&

Deadline: Noon, Tuesday, for the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, ~osting $2. Prices
are per issue.
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a sianding account
with University ChroJlicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Fonns are inside the door."

clean, quiet, smoke-free, wE!ll cared

4-BDRM. APT.
Close to campus. Dishwasher, large
rooms, two-baths. $220/month per
person. 255-9262.

a 111 t

Policies:

CHARLAMAINE-APT.'S
1997 summer and fall best choice.
Across from SCSU! Attractive,
for building with classic design. New
unit and common area carpet.
Practical price and more perks like
sun decks, whirlpool spa, reserved
heated
parking,
dishwasher,
microwaves. Su;nmer rentals
include garage or reserve parking
spot. (Limited number of garages for
summer special). TOUR US B/4 U
MAKE YOUR CHOICE' Call 2400234 to take a look.

12 a

COLLEGIATE VIEW APTS.
Two-bdrm. apt. available winter and
spring quarters. Near hockey center.
Dan, 255-9163.
·
FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED.
UVT Townhomes, $200/month.
Close to campus, parking included,
heat paid. Transferring winter
quarter. Needed ASAP. Call 2021905, leave message.

SUBLET SPECIALS. .
Three and four-bdrm. units close
to SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
· SUPER LOCATION.
One in four-bdrm. apt. New carpet.
$199-$235. 5th Ave. and 6th SI.
251-0525.
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
on 5th Ave. Housing for women.
$220 per month. Parking available.
Call 202-9686 or 968-7137. Ask for
Tony.

INSTANT CREDI

r,

•
•'•

Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
:

FIND UNIQUE GIFTS
al INNER PEACE BOOKS. Crystal
wands and jewelry, gemstone
candles, pewter sculptures, stones,
crystals, tarot cards, fascinating
books and more. All merchandise
discounted 15% on December 7-8.
Six blocks west of Crossroads in
white house just past Burger Time.
(320) 253-1817.

WINTER/SPRING,
one, two, and three-bdrm. apts. Also
s/d rooms. Dan, 255-9163.
WOMEN,
tired of the noise and congestion?
We have large private rooms with
cable T.V., laundry, parking, and a
great location! Call for details ...Bob,
251 -8211.

Attention
COLLEGETOURS PRESENTS
Mazatlan spring break '97 from
$399 (Minneapolis Departures).
Your total package includes: round- J
trip airfare to Mazatlan, 7 nights
hotel accommodation, round trip
transfers to and from the airport,
College Tours staff in Mazatlan to
assist you, free-private cocktail
parties. For a free informational flier
or information on earning a free trip
call (800) 395-4896 (free call).

0 R lJ l: R

FUND RAISER
Plan now for next semester.
Motivated groups needed to earn
$500t promoting AT&T, Discover,
g3:, and retail cards. Since 1969,
w~ ve helped thousands of groups
ra!se the money they need. Call
Gina at(~) 592-2121 x1 10. Free
CD to qualified callers.
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo'S. Your area. Toll free
(800) 218-9009 Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.
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no credit • bad credit • no ,.•ncome? • ------------------You can Qualify To Receive
: o,y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Two Of The Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

1

Guaranteed S10.000 In Credit 1
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Headquarters and all other
stud9nts, $5. All other
weekdays, $6.
UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFT.
Name an actual star for
someone. $33. Star Directory.
(BOO) 500-3128.

FREE Activities

Student Express, Inc.
1.800.SURFS.UP

MANAGE YOUR WEIGHT
over the holidays. Contact Heatth
Service SHAPES, 255-4850.
Weekly classes start Dec.10 9-10
a:m. Cost is $15 for eight weeks.
PAYING TOO MUCH??
Most

oral

contraceptives

are

between $5 and $6 per month at
Health Services Pharmacy. Call
255-4852 ,for specific price on your
pill.
PLAN AHEAD.
Health Services clinic and pharmacy
are open during finals week, closed
during quarter break. Pick up
prescriptions
and
schedule

necessary appointments now! 2553193.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. Toll free,
(800) 218-9000 ext A-3883 for

current listings.
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN!
From $399. (800) 395-4896.
THE BEST CHRISTMAS GIFT.
Name a star for someone. Just $33.
Celestial Registry, (800) 446-3985
X1004.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all cuts. Walk-ins.
251-7270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
Wednesdays for ROTC and Guard
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WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous,
will work with you to detenT1ine
a shooting schedule that will fit
your wedding day plans.
Specializing in candids before,
during and after the ceremony.
You retain the negatives!· Two
photographers to make sure that
every angle gets covered. Very
reasonable packages. For more
information, call Paul at 654-85,01.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope call: St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hour
hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
GenT1ain St., sune 205, St. Cloud.
WILL DO TYPING IN MY HOME.
Ca!I (320) 240-11 40 evenings and
weekends. Ask for Marilyn
Anderson ..

Employment
"'30 SHOPPING DAYS LEFT!
Now is thEl time to guarantee the
lowest rates and best hotels for
spring break. leisure Tours has
packages to South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica and Florida. (~00) 8388203.
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, (800) 218-9000 ext R·
3883 for listings.
$1,000'S POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. At home. Toll free
(800) 218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for
listings.
$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our circulars. For
info. call (301) 306-1207.

EARN CREDITS AND MONEY
for tuttion. TASP International, an
entrepreneurial
development
company for college students is now
hiring sett-motivated students like
you to ·gain real world business
experience
in
marketing
management and sales. We provide
trainin,9. All majors' welcome.
Average
income
$6000$10,000/surnrner. (800) 543-3792.

WEEKLY ·
INCOME
processing mail for
national company! Free
supplin. postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately! Genuine
opportunity!AushS.AS.E.:
V KC, SUITE 174
1861 ff-FEDERAL RWY
ROLLYWOOD,PL 33020

'"FREE TRIPS & CASH.'"
Find out how hundreds of student
representatives are already earning
free trips and lots of cash with
America's #1 Spring Break
company! Sell only 15 trips and
travel free! Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jama[ca or Florida!
Campus manager posttions also
available. Call now! Take a Break
Student Travel (800) 95-BREAKI
HELP WANTED.
Men/women earn $480 weekly
'assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext. C200.
NANNIES!
Call the ELITE nanny service!
Exciting positions nation-wide! No
fee. Top salaries. One year

center.
will be made into vital medical
products that save live,.
Because your donation is so
important, you will be compen,ated for your time.

Plasma d onation_is compete
1 ly
safe and easy. Bnng your books
and study or just :relax.

$5 • 00
h

I
I
I
I

Bring t is
coupon for a
I $5.00 bonus on I
I
your first
I
I
d
•
I
I
onation.
I
Community Bio-Resources, Inc.
I

PART-TIME
OPPORTUNITY.
Worf< 25 hours, earn $250+.
Interested? Call 251-1736.

2019 Steams Way
St. Cloud, MN .56303

I
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Call for an appt.' today
259-6300.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION,
Elementary
Education,
Psychology, Social Work,
Child and Family Studies,
Recreation majors: Youth
Guidance worker positions
available!! Develop skills
and enhance marketability
by gaining excellent careerrelated experience. Plarr and
lead a variety of program
activities with elementary
school children in after
school Boys and Girls Club
KIDSTOP
program.
Afternoon ho1:1rs (2-6 p.m.).
Call The Boys & Girts Club of Ctl.
MN: (612) 252-7616. 345 30th Ave.
N., St Cloud, MN. Applications also
available in AS 101 on campus.

EOE.
,
Christmas
Salo
Fea
turing
wor ks -from eight
well -k nown local artists.
We d. De c. 18 Sam-midnight
Thuu . Dec. 19 8am-midnighl
Fri
Dec. 20 8am-3pm

Atwood main lounge

SPORTS MINDED,
former SCSU hockey players
opening new offices in St. Cloud and
Mpls. w/int'I company. Seeking
motivated team players for high
income potential. Call 654-1110 for

appt.
SPRING BREAK CANCUN
or Mazatlan. Sell 15 trips and travel
free. lowest price guaranteed. Food
and drink packages available. Call
Sunbreaks, (800) 446-8355.
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
posnions available. Flexible hours.
$5.50/hr. to start plus incentives.
Phorie 251-1752.

r--------,
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The plasma you donate I

NO LAY-OFFS.
Growing Company expanding into
area. $12/hr. start. For application
send self addressed stamped
envelope to: Response-America,
530 S. Monroe St. Dept. 316,
Monroe, Ml 48161.

GOOD

Community BioResources
Comm unity Bio..:Resou:rces
would like to welcome back all
area students, and invites you
in to see ou:r brand. new state
of the &ft plasma collection

commitment. Nannies Plus. Sandy,
(800) 726-3965.

THE REWARDS ARE ENDLESS.
join our team. Work in a home-like
environment with a benefits
package
including
tuition
reimbursement, vacation, sick leave
and more. FT and PT CNA positions
available on our campus. Classes to
become a certified nursing assistant
will be provided to applicants that
are hired at no cost to you. Starting
pay up to $7.45 per hour. RN-PT
night and evening positions
available. lPN's•FT and PT
posnions available, all shifts. Call
Jan Phillips today at 252-0010. St.
Benedict's Center, 1810 Minnesota
BLVD. SE, St Cloud, MN 56304.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
WANTED ASAP:
live-in salaried NANNY for family of
professional parents and three preschoolers
in
lugano,
SWITZERLAND, minimum one
year, private roorrvbath, insurance,
airfare, three references, interview.
Contact (320) 363- 11 36.
WOULD YOU RATHER WORK AT
HOME?
$100's weekly. Free

Earn

infonT1ation, send self-addressed
stamped envelope: T.B. Enterprises,
P.O. Box 41364, Minneapolis, MN
55441.

For Sale
CAMERA:
Nikon 2000 manuaVauto focus with
flash. 200 m and teleconverter !ens.
$275. Call 259-0366:

!d~,

0a~~N~ir etc.
'95 F~!~~5
15,0CX) m., $180 month, 36 months
on approved credit or with approved
oo-signer. (320) 584-5124.

Personals
CHRIST AND SATAN
are REAL!! Santa didn't die for our
sins, besides, he only gives toys,
Jesus gives eternal life! Jesus is the
reason for the season. Live to give,
not to get. Then you will know the
truth and the truth will set you free!
JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. ·The biblical god putting
fts children into the infinite, burning,
screaming torture of hell is an
infinitely bad moral example, rather
than a perfect moral example, and
infinitely bad family values, rather
than perf.ect family values. All
religions are cults. Even a fool
knows there is no God. Christians
are worse than fools (Psalms 14:1).
Though pretending to be wise,
Christians are worse than fools.
logically test everything with
unassailable honesty and courage.
Atheism is true.
JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. Religion is slavery. The
biblical Jesus lied. 'Why doeth this
generation seek after a sign? Verily,
I say unto you, there shall no sign be
given unto this generation" (Mark
8:12) (Luke 11 :29) (Matt 12:39).
"Many other signs truly did Jesus in
the presence of his disciples, which
are not written in this book" (John
20:30) (Acts 2:22) (Mark 16:20)
(Acts 5:12) (Acts 6:8) (Acts 8:13).
Atheism is true.
JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. Religious faith causes
abject ignorance. Prayer makes one
vulnerable to outside forces which
are often hanT1ful to one's interests,
promotes depression, advances a
negative self-image, creates low
self-esteem, fosters belief in gaining
somethinQ for nothing, generates
escape rather than involvement,
creates dependence rather than
competence and activates reliance
upon pretend rather than real
solutions to problems. Atheism is
true.
JESUS AND SATAN
are pretend. "The fool has said in his
heart there is no God." (Psalms
14:1) So, even a fool knows there is
no God. Christians are worse than
fools. Though pretending to be wise,
Christians are worse than fools.
Religion and war, old partners.
Satan is a reflection of Christians.
Christians create Satan in their own
character. logically test everything.
Atheism is true.
THE FOOL HAS SAID
in his heart, "There is no God."
Psalms 14:1.
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save The People You Call Up To 44%.
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